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RESCUE OF SPANISH AIRMEN BY A SUNDERLAND

A Sunderland of Coastal Command on U-boat patrol in the Mediterranean

has rescued the crew of six of a Spanish floatplane which crash landed on fire

in the sea.

Returning from a night long submarine search in the Mediterranean, shortly
after dawn, the Sunderland sighted an aircraft approaching, "Action stations"

was sounded, but as the aircraft approached it was identified as a three-engined

Spanish Cant Z506 float plane.

While still some distance away the float-plane was seen to catch fire and

cone down on the sea, where it continued to burn. The Sunderland circled the

aircraft and when the pilot saw that the crew seemed unable to inflate their

dinghy, and two appeared to be in imminent danger of drowning, he decided to

land alongside then.

The complete crew of six were picked up uninjured, although some of them

had swallowed a lot of water. They were given tea in the Sunderland, and made

comfortable on the return journey to Gibraltar,

The crew comprised three officers, and three sergeants. The Spanish
airmen were looked over by a doctor, given clothing, and entertained to lunch,
and in the meantime arrangements were made with the Spanish Consul for their

repatriation.

Commandante Ansaldo Vejarno, chief of the 51st. Groupo de Hidros, Pollensa,
said that the float plane had taken off from Pollensa only half an hour before

the accident. The propeller of the port engine had flown off and damaged the

centre engine. Both engines had burst into flames, and the machine had gone

down in the sea, largely out of control.

Although the floatplane was almost completely submerged the whole crew

had managed to clamber out. This particular aircraft,, said the commandante, was

equipped with a rubber dinghy, but had no compressed air bottle to inflate it,

A hand pump had been provided for the purpose but had been lost in the crash.

Shortly after tea, the arrangements with the Spanish consul had been

completed, and the Spanish airmen were taken over the border, after expressing

their thanks to the crew of the Sunderland for their speedy rescue, and

appreciation of the hospitality extended to them.


